Example of report
Climate Action Survey
Students undertook InterClimate Networks online Climate Action
Survey in November 2021 and this report presents an overview of the
data provided by 546 students.
Section A: What our Climate Action Survey revealed
• This section sets out students’ responses to the survey, showcasing
their views, behaviours and motivations for taking climate action.
• The survey data is presented under five themes: youth action;
climate awareness; trusted sources; power to effect change; and
climate action in school.
Section B: Next steps
• Here we outline ways to share your findings and how to put the
survey insights to use, to encourage more students to support
climate action.
Section C: Appendices
• This section provides a little more detail of the survey findings.

Key findings from our Climate Action Survey
• Almost 9 in 10 (87%) students expressed concern regarding climate
change.
• 3 in 4 think climate change will affect their life in the future.
• 3 in 4 students are already taking some climate action, notably in
the home, supported by their family.
• Over half (66%) want to get more involved in action in school.
• Schools provide the most inspiration on climate action, with
teachers cited as role models.
• 1 in 2 students are unsure or don't know how they can personally
help.
• 8 in 10 students feel insufficient time is provided in school for
positive climate action.

Who participated?
546 students responded to the Climate Action Survey

Gender Breakdown

Almost 4 in 10 students (38%) completed the survey.
62% of students didn’t complete the survey and they aren’t included in
this report analysis as we don’t know about their views. They shouldn’t
be forgotten, however, and your work on climate action in school will
start to bring them onboard.
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Ethnicity breakdown

Age breakdown
25%

5%

13

14

15

16

53%

White - English / Welsh / Scottish / Northern Irish / British, Irish, Gypsy or Irish
Traveller, Any other White background.

11%

Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups - White and Black Caribbean, White and Black
African, White and Asian, Any other Mixed / Multiple ethnic background

22%

Asian / Asian British - Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese

6%

Any other Asian background - Black / African / Caribbean / Black British African
Caribbean, Any other Black / African / Caribbean background

3%

Other ethnic group - Arab, Any other ethnic group

5%

Prefer not to say

Section A

What our Climate
Action Survey revealed

Youth action

3 in 4 students are already taking some climate action, notably in the home. Being part of a group activity that places an emphasis on
climate-friendly actions is shown to be a strong motivator for students. This holds true whether at school, in the community or notably at
home, with families having a big influence on student involvement (see Appendix 1 ). 1 in 2 of the 24% students who are not yet acting
say they are unsure of what to do or simply haven’t gotten round to it.

Of the 76% of students who are already taking climate
action what are they doing?
See Appendix 1 to find out who students are taking action with and what motivates them.

Are students acting on
climate change?

76% Yes
24% No

96%

61%

Supporting action
at home

Thinking about the
effect of what they
buy and use on the
environment

45%

38%

Supporting action at
school

Changing their diet
to make it more
environmentally
friendly

What do the 24% who are not yet
acting say is preventing them?
like to do more but
26% would
haven’t gotten round to it
like to do more but are
25% would
unsure of what to do

19% said 'other’ or ‘none of the these’
powerless to make a
17% feel
difference
the responsibility to take
17% think
action lies with governments and
big corporations, not individuals

29%

14%

Supporting action
in the community

Climate strikes/
campaigning

feel individual actions will
13% don’t
make a difference

3%

don’t believe in climate change

Climate awareness
Almost 9 in 10 students (87%) expressed concern regarding climate change. Whilst their education and friends and family come out
top in terms of priorities, causing less damage to the environment shows as the fourth priority. This is given a higher ranking by than
the average ranking in other schools (typically showing as a sixth-place priority).

Are students concerned about
climate change?

36%

Very concerned

51%

Somewhat concerned

12%

Not really concerned

Not at all concerned

2%

Young people’s priorities: where does climate change fit?

1
2

3
4

Education (73%)

Friends and
family (65%)

Health and
wellbeing (38%)

Causing less
damage to the
environment (28%)

5
6

7
8

Injustice on our
world (23%)

Social life (20%)

Fitness (15%)

Gender,
sexuality
and race (15%)

9
10

11

Religious
beliefs (15%)

Job opportunities
(14%)

Finances (6%)

Climate awareness
The vast majority of students believe climate change is happening now, that it is a global climate crisis, and they acknowledge a human
component in climate change. Over 7 in 10 students believe climate change will affect their life in the future. However, almost half
(49%) are generally unsure of what they can do to help combat climate change and 7% don't know anything they can personally do.

Do students have an awareness of...
…our impact on climate change?

...how climate change affects people?

78% thought emissions are caused

82% thought climate change is

by human activity and contribute to
climate change;

already having a negative effect on
people’s lives around the world;

82% thought increases in extreme

28% thought climate change is

weather patterns, intensified droughts,
shrinking ice caps are all signs of
climate change;

62% feel their everyday choices

... the individual actions they could take to
help combat climate change?

46%

49%

already affecting their own life;

75% thought climate change will
affect their life in the future.

have an impact on climate change.

*% given for these ‘awareness' stats is of those students who ‘strongly agreed’ to ‘agreed.’

7%

Have a good
Know some things
Don't know
knowledge of they
to do but are
anything they can
can do.
generally unsure.
do to help.

Trusted sources
Students take inspiration as much from their teachers and families as famous climate advocates. Greta Thunberg has clearly made a real
impact on students, along with social media. Yet, students specifically mentioned school and their teachers (18%) as much as they did Greta
Thunberg (17%). Importantly, school is the most trusted source, and provides the most inspiration. Families also clearly play a role in inspiring
action, as detailed in Appendix 1, ‘Youth action’. Further details about information sources can be found in Appendix 2.
Where do students hear climate
change talked about the most?

1
2
3
4
5

School (62%)

Social media (58%)

TV (62%)

Government (38%)

Charities (22%)

Who most inspires students to
get involved in climate action?

1
2
3
4
5

School

“Personally, my geography department has made a huge impact on my knowledge
and view on climate change. They have not just given us their opinions, they have
given us all opinions and that's what really inspired me to get involved. Learning
about how there are people that don't believe in climate change just made me more
determined to show and help those others to understand what climate change is
really about and how we need to act on it.”
"David Attenborough is my absolute best influence for climate change. He is such an
inspiration world-wide."

Social media

Family

"Greta Thunberg inspires me. She shows me how even the little things that we do
help in a big way. This provides me with the self-belief I need to help fight Climate
Change."

"People on social media as they have a large platform which they use to spread
information on a large scale, they also encourage people to participate in eco-friendly
programmes."
"My mum is very enthusiastic about trying to reduce our carbon footprint every day."

Charities

“Someone who made a big difference on my opinion will have to be my family, they
remind me constantly.”

"The news has definitely made a difference because it makes you think more about
your environment and future and what kind of world your kids are going to live in.
Friends

"The recent release of the earth shot prize documentary as they explain
everything in great detail and informs us on how we can improve our damage to
the environment."

TV
Social
media

60%

School

54%

57%

Charities

27%

Family

19%

Power to effect change
Whilst the Government is seen as having the most power to change the course of climate change for the better, many students advocate that
we all, from large businesses to every individual, have a part to play, and joined-up actions are needed to make a real difference. In the
open comments there were many perceptions of inadequate action by governments, and this is leading many to feel disenchanted, fuelling
anger, disillusionment and crucially disempowerment. These feelings can act as a barrier, hindering engagement with climate action.
Who do students believe has the most power to
change the course of climate change for the better?

1
2
3
4
5

The Government
(66%)

Every individual
(52%)

Businesses and
Corporations (47%)

Young people
(29%)

Schools and places
of work (29%)

6
7
8
9
10

Fuel suppliers
(28%)

My community
(12%)

Families
(11%)

No-one
(3%)

Students were given the opportunity to openly respond in more detail and a
sample is showcased here….
"Young people can take control and help make a bigger difference if educated and aware of the
situation of climate change. The government can fund money and help to achieve a goal that could
benefit everyone. Businesses- for example, car companies can start producing more electric carsbenefiting the environment. In conclusion, we all have the power the change the course of climate
change if only we start acting on it."
"The government needs to act fast and stop leaving it to our generation."
"The Government can certainly be more involved in holding big businesses accountable. While
ordinary people can make changes, it will be nothing if they don’t change first."
"In theory, if the government changed their views to a more positive voice or at least an unbiased
opinion maybe it will allow others to make their own thoughts and opinions. Personally, i think that
that could add many to the group of climate supporters. My final choice was 'Every individual.' I
chose this because i believe that no matter the opinions of anybody around us only we ourselves can
make a change and its only us who can take a stand and fight for these beliefs."
"Every individual should help this world because if only some of us help and others still aren’t,
we aren’t going to get anywhere. Everyone lives on earth so everyone should take their part."

Other
(2%)

"Heads of companies need to find a way to make their company more eco-friendly."
"It can’t be said that ‘young people’ need to fix this issue because they have no power - it’s those in
the higher positions that need to make the difference and attempt to inspire others to follow them."
"Even though kids my age have done very little to the impact of climate change. It makes me feel
selfish for the world I will leave and makes me think how would I like to live in the future."

Climate action in school
Over 6 in 10 students would like to get more involved in climate action in school. Yet 8 in 10 feel insufficient time is provided in school for
positive climate action. Whilst around a third of students are aware of what school is currently doing to become more sustainable and how to
get involved, this means that 69% are not aware and 66% don’t feel there is a clear way route to climate action in school. There were strong
indications about what would motivate more action in school, however, from installing more equipment to tracking results and rewarding action.

How do students see climate action in our school?

What do students say would motivate them to act in school?
We identified five approaches* that could be applied to make schools more sustainable. For each
approach we asked respondents the extent to which they felt they would motivate them to take
climate action. Below are the top 5 choices selected, see Appendix 1 for the full list of results.

Would like to get more involved in
climate action.

66%

Feel included in decision making
within school.

42%

Feel they have the right resources
and equipment in school to carry out
climate action.

36%

Feel there is a clear way for students
to get involved in climate action.
Are aware of what their school is
currently doing to become more
sustainable.
Say they regularly talk in lessons
about how we can all make a
difference.
Say they are given enough time to
carry out climate action.

34%
31%
25%
21%

86%

Install more equipment that make it easier to
undertake action.

80%

Track results and showcase the positive impact of
our actions.

79%

Linking climate action to other campaigns that make
life better.

78%

Greater engagement with students so they
understand the rules and how they will help.

76%

Rewards and competitions to encourage
action.

*You can find details of the approaches identified here: Climate-Action-Survey-approaches-to-motivatingstudents.pdf (interclimate.org)

Section B

Next steps

1. Share your results
Such a lot of great information and understanding has come from
your survey. An important follow-up activity is to share what you
have found out so that everyone, whether fellow students through
to the headteacher and governors, can hear the views of so many
students.
Ideas from other schools who have shared their results:
• Balcarras School, Gloucestershire: read this case study (scroll
down) Climate Action Survey - InterClimate Network
• Lyndon School, Solihull: listen to these students being
interviewed on the
radio https://twitter.com/LyndonSchool/status/145768442014
0445707?s=20
• St Mary Redcliffe and Temple, Bristol: see this article Bristol
school leads the way on climate action - InterClimate Network

Climate Voices
Each year ICN will also draw together analysis from
each of the different school surveys, building the
insights into one report to support others.
Read our 2021 summary on InterClimate's website:
https://interclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/ICNYouth-Climate-Action-Research-Report-2021.pdf

2. Motivate action
Use your Climate Action Survey insights to decide how
best to encourage students to support climate action.
InterClimate Network (ICN) has developed a follow-up resource
called, 'How to motivate action'. This includes short activities that
help you to use your survey to encourage students across school
to get involved in climate-friendly action.
To go with this resource, our team provides detailed analysis that
will help you focus on ways to involve the different groupings of
students that have been revealed by your survey.
Expect this next part of the Climate Action Survey toolkit to be
with you shortly!

Thanks from the ICN team to everyone who took part.

Title

Section C

Appendices

Appendix 1: Youth action
Of the 76% of students who are already taking climate action, who are they
predominantly acting with and what are their main motivations to do this action?

Are students' families engaged in
climate action?

96% are supporting action at home
• Doing with: family (89%)
• Motivated by: Friends/family influence (36%), Fears/hope for the future (31%)

76% of students who are already taking climate
action said their families are taking action.

61% are thinking about the effect of what they buy and use on the environment
• Doing with: family (44%), alone (43%)
• Motivated by: Media influence (28%), Fears/hope for the future (27%),
38% are changing their diet to make it more environmentally friendly
• Doing with: family (48%), alone (44%)
• Motivated by: Friends/family influence (28%), Other (26%)
45% are supporting action at school
• Doing with: organisation within school (34%), alone (29%), friends (19%)
• Motivated by: Fears/hope for the future (43%), Other (26%)
29% are supporting action in the community
• Doing with: organisation outside of school (53%), alone (19%), friends (17%)
• Motivated by: Other (37%), Specific people (23%)
14% have participated in climate strikes/campaigning
• Doing with: alone (57%), friends (24%), organisation outside of school (14%),
• Motivated by: Media influence (38%), other (24%)
Options given to the respondents were:
Doing with: Alone, Organisation within school, Organisation outside of school, Friends, Family
Motivated by: Specific people, Fears/hope for the future, Family/friends influence, Media influence, Other.

This is compared to respondents not yet acting,
where only 15% reported that their families
were engaged in action on climate change.
From such data we may draw an inference that
families offer inspiration and support: students
who are already involved are far more likely to
have family that are also taking action on
climate change.

Appendix 2: Trusted sources
The details here reinforce the message about the key role that is played by school in terms of trusted information and inspiration to
get involved.

Where do students
hear climate change
talked about the most?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

School (62%)
Social media (58%)
TV (54%)
Government (38%)
Charities (22%)
Family (21%)
Celebrities (14%)
My community (13%)
Friends (11%)
Print press (6%)
I never hear climate
change being talked about
(4%)
12. Religious setting (1%)

Who inspires students
to get involved in
climate action?

Which information
sources do young
people trust?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

School
Social media
Family
Charities
Friends
TV
Celebrities
My community
Government
Religious setting
Print press

School
Charities
Family
Government
TV
Friends
My community
Social media
Print press
Celebrities
Religious setting

Which information
sources do students
see as the most
representative (age,
gender, race)?

Gives across too many
negative messages
about it.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Friends (most
representative)
Social media
Friends
School
TV
My community
Family
Religious setting
Charities
Print press
Government

1.

Government (most
negative)
Print press
Social media
TV
My community
School
Celebrities
Charities
Family
Religious setting
Friends

Do students feel they can positively influence others on climate change?
Students were asked what they feel about their influence on others, from family and friends to the wider world. Most responses from students were that they felt they
can make a ‘little difference’ - particularly with their family (47%), friends (43%) and school (34%). Few, however, thought they could make a ‘big difference’ especially
with friends (13%). Students felt they had the least influence on their community (31% said they had ‘no influence’ or ‘very little influence’) followed by saying that
they had least influence on the wider world (29%).

Appendix 3: Motivating action in school
We identified five approaches that could be applied to make secondary schools more sustainable. For each approach we asked respondents the extent to which they felt these approaches
would motivate them to take climate action. In Part One we outlined the top 5 choices selected, and below we have provided the full list of results.
This would motivate
me

Policy and rules that ensure climate friendly behaviour
Stronger school rules to ensure climate friendly behaviour by everyone, for instance about cutting
energy use or food waste.
More opportunities for students to feed in and influence rules and targets, e.g. forums, elected ecoreps, anonymous suggestion boxes.

This might motivate I would ignore this
me
approach

Don't know

25%

49%

10%

15%

31%

42%

8%

19%

Greater engagement with students so they understand the rules and how they will help.
More positive communication around climate change
Track results and showcase the positive impact of our actions, for instance how much energy or waste
we have saved.
Linking climate action to other campaigns that make life better, such as improving your health.
Social influence
Rewards and competitions to encourage action.
Access to more groups and activities to discuss and carry out action e.g. climate forums.
Hear from inspiring (local) people about the positive difference they are making.
More and better education about climate change and what action to take
Sustainability taught across all subjects.
Careers guidance on ‘green’ skills and jobs that are going to be needed.
Structural changes that make it easier to do the right thing

36%

41%

7%

16%

41%
36%

39%
43%

5%
7%

15%
15%

40%
25%
25%

36%
44%
42%

10%
15%
17%

14%
16%
17%

29%
33%

42%
39%

12%
9%

18%
19%

Install more equipment that make it easier to undertake action, e.g. more recycling bins around school.

53%

33%

2%

12%

Have student monitors, e.g. energy and recycling monitors.
Introduce changes that we are not really aware of e.g. mix more vegetarian options into the rest of the
canteen menu.

31%

32%

15%

21%

36%

33%

15%

16%

